Abstract: The present study aimed to evaluate the characteristics and quality of statistical methodology used in clinical studies on dentin hypersensitivity management. An electronic search was performed for data published from 2009 to 2014 by using PubMed, Ovid/MEDLINE, and Cochrane Library databases. The primary search terms were used in combination. Eligibility criteria included randomized clinical trials that evaluated the efficacy of desensitizing agents in terms of reducing dentin hypersensitivity. A total of 40 studies were considered eligible for assessment of quality statistical methodology. The four main concerns identified were i) use of nonparametric tests in the presence of large samples, coupled with lack of information about normality and equality of variances of the response; ii) lack of P-value adjustment for multiple comparisons; iii) failure to account for interactions between treatment and follow-up time; and iv) no information about the number of teeth examined per patient and the consequent lack of cluster-specific approach in data analysis. Owing to these concerns, statistical methodology was judged as inappropriate in 77.1% of the 35 studies that used parametric methods. Additional studies with appropriate statistical analysis are required to obtain appropriate assessment of the efficacy of desensitizing agents.
Introduction
In clinical research, the central role of statistics is widely accepted in the production and analysis of scientific data to draw inferences (1) . Even if a tendency toward improvement in the use of statistical methodology is observed, the proportion of published medical research containing statistical errors and shortcomings remains at an estimated 40-70% (1, 2) . This concern is a serious one because inappropriate use of statistical analysis may lead to incorrect conclusions, artificial research results, and a waste of valuable resources.
A recent review on assessment of errors in dental research revealed that over 25% of papers published between 1995 and 2009 did not provide sufficient information to establish if the statistical methods employed were appropriately used, and >50% of the remaining papers suffered from inadequate statistical methodology (3). In six major clinical specialty dental journals, reporting of research quality characteristics was unsatisfactory with several statistical issues, such as random allocation, sample size calculation, confounding effect measurements, and multivariate analysis (4) . Moreover, for studies with clustering effects arising either due to aggregates of individuals or repeated measurements of the same subject, adjustment for clustering effects during statistical analysis was made in <40% of the studies (5) . The most common statistical errors or misused statistics in dental research were recently summarized and critically reviewed by Hannigan and Lynch (2) . Furthermore, numerous studies have reported characteristics and quality of statistical methodology in orthodontics (6) , operative dentistry (7), endodontics (8) , and periodontology (9) . However, to the best of our knowledge, studies reporting statistical issues in the field of dentin hypersensitivity (DH) management are lacking.
DH is a common condition of transient tooth pain associated with various exogenous stimuli. Although in past years oral discomfort owing to DH was dismissed as a nuisance occurring in few individuals, DH is now considered a common occurrence (10) . In addition, available evidence indicates that DH can have a negative impact on patients' oral health-related quality of life (11) . In the last decade, several clinical studies have been published on the efficacy of topical application of desensitizing agents/materials, and DH management is currently considered an emerging issue in clinical dental research (12) .
In the present review, we aim to evaluate the characteristics and quality of statistical methodology used in clinical studies on DH management.
Materials and Methods
The present review included all randomized clinical (RC) trials that evaluated the efficacy of desensitizing agents in reducing DH, which were published in English from January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2014. For each article included in the review, clinical assessment of DH was evaluated using quantitative variables, including tactile and air blast hypersensitivity scores (13, 14) . In vitro, in situ, and non-RC studies were excluded.
The bibliographical PubMed, Ovid/MEDLINE, and Cochrane Library databases were searched for RC trials with combinations of "dentin hypersensitivity" with one of the following terms: etiology, prevalence, treatment, fluoride, potassium, potassium nitrate, oxalates, strontium acetate, novamin, calcium sodium phosphosilicate, arginine, laser, and diode laser. In addition, we filtered the results according to the type of document to include articles and to exclude other types of publications, such as case reports and case series, reviews and meta-analyses, proceedings papers, notes to the editor, letters, news, and abstracts from meetings and congresses given that the methodological information provided in such documents is scarce.
Two of the authors of this paper (FM and GP) independently screened the database, selecting documents related to RC trials on DH. Debatable cases were decided by consensus. Finally, each bibliographical record that met the eligibility criteria was downloaded.
For each article included in the statistical review, the impact factor (IF) and the region of the corresponding author were collected as information about the publication journal. The following information about the study was included: study design (randomized controlled trials [RCTs] and split-mouth), being a multicenter study ( Counts and percentages of articles were classified by characteristics of the journal and characteristics of the study, and statistical association was calculated by using either the Chi-square test or the Fischer's exact test, as appropriate. Whether the assumptions of statistical analysis were satisfied or not was assessed for both parametric and nonparametric tests, and the count and percentage were shown of i) articles with assumption of normality not checked, ii) articles with assumption of equality of variance among groups not checked, and iii) articles with a sample size larger than 30 participants. 
Results
Based on the eligibility criteria, 40 studies were considered for assessment of quality of statistical methodology. The distribution of articles by characteristics of the journal and characteristics of the study is presented in .7% of studies with split-mouth designs (P = 0.338). Apart from split-mouth design studies, only one RCT study accounted for clustering in the analysis (P < 0.001), and only three RCT studies specified the number of teeth per patient (P = 0.002). The majority of the studies about DH (35 [87.5%]) used the parametric statistical test of significance , and this choice was appropriate in 34 (97.1%) of these studies because the sample size was >30 (Table 3) . None of these articles, except one (40), reported fulfillment of either the normality or the equality of variances assumptions. Moreover, a majority of articles employing a nonparametric test (3 [60.0%]) used a sample of >30 patients (50-54) ( Table 3) .
The characteristics of the 35 studies that used parametric statistical tests of significance are listed in Table 4 . Statistical analysis was appropriate only in eight (22.9%) cases. The P-value adjustment for post hoc comparison was required in 29 studies but was missing in 23 (79.3%). Statistical errors owing to the lack of use of a two-way repeated measures ANOVA or mixed ANOVA in studies with more than two experimental groups were identified in eight (22.9%) studies that used a paired Student's t-test along with ANCOVA and in two (2.9%) studies that used ANOVA/ANCOVA. Moreover, although required, a two-way repeated measures ANOVA or mixed ANOVA was not used in studies with follow-up including more than two time points, namely 17 (48.6%) studies that used a paired Student's t-test along with ANCOVA, and eight (22.9%) studies that used ANOVA/ ANCOVA.
Two of the three split-mouth design studies included in this review (51,54) used nonparametric statistical tests, and the remaining one (42) had appropriately considered the group-by-time interactions (55); however, this latter study lacked P-value adjustment for multiple comparisons (Table 4) . Based on logistic regression, no significant association was determined between appropriate statistical analysis and journal IF, country of origin of the corresponding author, statistician in the authorship, and study design (P > 0.05, data not shown).
Discussion
Recent epidemiological studies have revealed that DH may affect approximately 25% of the adult population and is a common reason why patients visit their dentists (10) . Since DH may disturb the patient during various everyday activities, such as eating, drinking, tooth brushing, and occasionally even breathing, successful management of this condition is often a challenge for dental professionals. The present study aimed to evaluate the statistical methodology used in clinical studies on DH management published from 1999 to 2014.
Nonparametric tests were used in few studies (5/40, 12.5%), but only two provided information about normality of the response. Hence, the alternative use of parametric tests in these studies could indeed be possible so as to allow an increase in the statistical power. In fact, nonparametric analysis should not be used when assumptions for more powerful parametric tests are satisfied.
Alternatively, most studies (35/40, 87.5%) included in the present review performed parametric analysis, and this choice could be appropriate in the presence of a large sample size. However, the statistical methodology was deemed appropriate for less than 25% of these studies (8/35, 22.9%) for numerous reasons.
A frequently observed cause of inappropriateness was related to the lack of P-value adjustment for multiple comparisons. In this regard, it is mandatory to apply a correction for multiplicity in order to avoid inflation of the Type 1 error rate. Use of multiple comparisons tests after two-way repeated measures ANOVA can be challenging as well, owing to the assumption of sphericity (56). Another cause of inappropriateness was the failure to account for interactions between treatment and follow-up time. In order to compare the mean differences between groups that have been split into two withinsubject factors, such as treatment group and follow-up time points, two-way repeated measures ANOVA allows us to assess whether the interaction between these two factors has an impact on the dependent variable. Once a statistically significant interaction has been established, the analysis can proceed to determine, by using post hoc tests, whether there are any "simple main effects", and, if there are, what these effects are and which of these groups differ from each other. A mixed ANOVA is very similar to two-way repeated measures ANOVA because both tests aim to investigate whether there is a statistically significant interaction between two factors on the dependent variable. However, the fundamental difference is that in a mixed ANOVA, the subjects undergoing each treatment are different, whereas in two-way repeated measures ANOVA, the subjects undergo both conditions (56).
Among the 35 papers that used parametric analysis, over half of the studies (25; 71.4%) performed separate analyses to compare one-by-one the baseline with time points by using either ANCOVA models if responses were expressed as change in scores from baseline or a paired t-test followed by ANCOVA if responses were expressed as raw scores. This approach, when not preceded by two-way repeated measures ANOVA or mixed ANOVA, is not appropriate to compare various time points with each other. Therefore, tables and/or graphs yielding together information about successive time points lead the reader toward misinterpretation and evaluation bias. Of note, only two RCT studies explicitly took into account the treatment-by-time interaction by using two different methods: a mixed ANOVA (40) and a repeated measures modeling, which lacked additional information (28).
Information about the total number of teeth in the mouth was almost never provided and, when present, it was almost never accounted for in the analysis. When estimating the efficacy of various treatments to reduce DH, it should be considered that it can affect different teeth of the same patient and different surfaces of the same tooth, giving rise to hierarchically structured statistical data. Statistical methods for analysis of these data include the marginal or population-average approach and the multilevel or cluster-specific approach. Both approaches allow explicit modeling of surface-, tooth-, and patient-specific factors. Tooth level analysis was performed in only one RCT study (31), wherein each tooth individually contributed to the analysis, as opposed to the mean across all teeth used for subject-level analyses. The statistical model used in this paper was similar to those used for subject-level data but with the addition of a subject included as a random effect.
Finally, for the three split-mouth design studies, statistical methodology could be considered appropriate for reasons such as performing power analysis for sample size calculation and explicitly taking into account the clustered design in the analysis (55).
In conclusion, the present review revealed four main concerns in relation to the statistical methodology of the 40 clinical studies published from 1999 to 2014: i) use of nonparametric tests in the presence of large samples, coupled with lack of information about normality and equality of variances of the response; ii) lack of P-value adjustment for multiple comparisons; iii) failure to account for interactions between treatment and followup time; and iv) no information about the number of teeth examined per patient and the consequent lack of cluster-specific approach in data analysis. Owing to these concerns, the statistical methodology was judged as inappropriate in 77.1% of the 35 studies that used parametric methods. These findings suggest that additional RCTs performing appropriate statistical analysis are required to obtain appropriate assessment of the efficacy of desensitizing agents that are most commonly used in DH management. 
